Loads are, for the most widely used slope stability analysis

methods, expressed
through driving
moments. The driving moment
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caused by dead loads (self-weight of a potential sliding mass or
permanent external
loads acting on the boundary of the sliding mass)
por métodos
numéricos
is denoted by M . The driving moment caused by live loads
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(nonpermanent loads on the crest of the slope, such as vehicular
loads) is denoted by Md,LL . In this paper, the cases of slopes both with
and without nonpermanent loads are examined. Resistances are
expressed through a resisting moment Mr . In terms of driving and
resisting moments, Eq. (1) becomes
!
!
!
(2)
ðRFÞMr !n $ ðLFDL ÞMd,DL !n þ ðLFLL ÞMd,LL !n

The nominal resisting and driving moments are calculated in a deterministic analysis using a limit equilibrium method, such as the
Bishop simpliﬁed method, which is used in the present paper. An
ultimate limit state (ULS) surface (i.e., failure surface) of a slope is
a surface in Mr -Md,DL -Md,LL space for which Mr is equal to the sum of
Md,DL and Md,LL ; it is the locus of states (deﬁned by triples of
variables Mr , Md,DL , and Md,LL ) with factor of safety FS 5 1.
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Considering
now a slope with expected
FS . 1 (thus with
expected
values of the three moment variables
within or below the
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surface), the chance of the slope
attaining failure (i.e., the
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chance of it having FS # 1) would be zero if the moments were
deterministic variables. If the variables are instead random variables,
there is a nonzero probability of FS # 1, as unfavorable deviations of
the variables from their means may place the triple on or outside the
failure surface. This is illustrated graphically by Fig. 1 for the very
simple case of only two variables (resistance R and load Q). Each
of the ellipses shown in the ﬁgure is a locus of pairs of the two
variables corresponding to the same level of deviation or dispersion
from their expected values. If that deviation is large enough, the
ellipse becomes tangent to the failure surface at one point, represented by Point FP (for failure point, also known as design point)
in Fig. 1. If the ellipse that is tangent to the failure surface corresponds to a large deviation from the point representing the means
of the two variables, then the probability of failure (the probability
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El concepto de LRFD
(Load Resistance Factor Design)
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RLS
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Determination of Resista
from Reliability Analysis

LRFD: resistencia nominal
(𝑅" ) minorada (𝑅𝐹 < 1)
debe ser mayor o igual a
carga nominal (𝑄" )
mayorada (𝐿𝐹 > 1)

Resistance Factors and Th
Probability of Failure

Using the same general proced
with Fig. 1, the load and resistan
ratios of the most probable UL
point) of the resisting moment M
by dead loads, and the driving m
their respective nominal valu
factor RF and load factors LFD

𝑅𝐹 · 𝑅" ≥ 𝐿𝐹 · 𝑄"
(𝑅𝐹) y (𝐿𝐹) dependen de
incertidumbre de (𝑅" ) y (𝑄" )
• 𝑅𝐹 = 𝑅+, ⁄𝜇.
• 𝐿𝐹 = 𝑄+, ⁄𝜇0
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of attainment of the limit state
small and vice versa.
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RF ¼

(Salgado 2013)

Fig. 1. Failure surface, failure point, and equiprobable ellipses of two
random variables

Mr jLS
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LRFD para taludes por método de
las dovelas (Salgado 2013)

𝑀D = r > 𝑤7 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼7 + 𝑀<

(USACE EM 1110-2-1902)

𝑀9 = 𝑀: + 𝑀< → 𝐹𝑆
𝑅𝐹 · 𝑀9 ≥ 𝐿𝐹: · 𝑀: + 𝐿𝐹< · 𝑀<

Diseño LRFD

3

𝑞

Método de dovelas determinístico
𝑠7 ∆𝑙7
𝑀9 = r >
𝐹𝑆

• Variables aleatorias: 𝛾, 𝑐, 𝜙, 𝑞
• Presión de poros determinística
• Simulaciones Montecarlo à Cálculo de (𝑅𝐹) y (𝐿𝐹7 )
Se comparan cargas (en kNm) y no tensiones (en kPa)
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Método de dovelas vs métodos
numéricos para taludes
Con dovelas hay
𝑴𝒓 y 𝑴𝒅 (kNm)

𝜏

1.00: 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜙

𝑴𝒓 = 𝑟 > 𝑠7 ∆𝑙7
𝑴𝒓 = 𝑟 >

𝑠7
∆𝑙 = 𝑴𝒅
𝑭𝑺 7

Taludes: trayectoria de
tensiones a 𝝈 constante

𝟏. 𝟓𝟎: 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜙

En la malla no hay
círculos, solo kPa

𝜎
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LRFD para taludes por
métodos numéricos
• Método de dovelas: 𝑀9 mide resistencia
• Métodos numéricos: no hay medida global de resistencia
(Afortunadamente) en taludes
reducir 𝒕𝒂𝒏 𝝓 es igual que reducir 𝑴𝒓
“LRFD” para taludes
• Mayorar cargas
exteriores con 𝐿𝐹< ⁄𝐿𝐹:

𝑅𝐹 · 𝑀9 ≥ 𝐿𝐹: · 𝑀: + 𝐿𝐹< · 𝑀<
𝑅𝐹 · 𝑀9 ≥ 𝐿𝐹: · 𝑀: + 𝐿𝐹: · 𝑀<∗

• Calcular 𝐹𝑆 mediante FEM
5

• Debe cumplirse 𝐹𝑆 ≥

+_`
._

𝑀9 ≥

𝐿𝐹:
𝑀: + 𝑀<∗
𝑅𝐹
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Coeficientes de Eurocode 7

Eurocode: mayoración y minoración de parámetros
resistentes y peso propio (no de “resistencia” y “carga”)
• Cuatro juegos de parámetros (muchos países en Europa)
• Compatible con métodos numéricos para cualquier
problema (pero): usar DA1/2 o DA3 (porque 𝛾b = 1.00)
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